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Overview
Introduction
The Trinzic (TE) x25 series appliances are the next generation of the Trinzic platform from Infoblox and
provide enterprise-grade DNS and IPAM services across your AWS VPC’s. The Trinzic x25 series
appliances provide improved performance over older generation appliances, enabling you to keep up with
today’s increasingly complex demands for services, security, automation and visibility.

Trinzic x25 Models
The Trinzic x25 series appliances come in three model types that are designed to deliver the
performance, capacity, and availability required in each unique environment, from the smallest branch
office to the largest enterprise or service provider network.

Availability
The AMI’s (Amazon Machine Images) for the Trinzic x25 series appliances can be found through the
AWS Community AMI’s page. In the Search Community AMIs text box, type Infoblox and press enter to
search for all available Infoblox images. You can narrow down the results by also including a NIOS
version in the search box. Example:

Note: The Trinzic x25 series appliances are available starting in NIOS version 8.2.
For each version of NIOS where the x25 model appliances are available, you will find a single EC2 image
is used for each of the three different models. The ‘shape’ used for the appliance being created must
match the recommendation provided in the table above, as well as in the description for the AMI.
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The ID for each AMI will vary per region and are subject to change without notice. Contact Infoblox
Support (https://support.infoblox.com/) for any further details regarding this or if any additional verification
is required.
The following table provides the ID’s for each x25 AMI known at the time of this publication:

Note: The AMI ID’s are subject to change at any time and without notice.
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Creating a New Trinzic V-x25 Series Appliance
Launch Instance
Trinzic appliances can be launched using different methods, including the AWS console (GUI), AWS CLI,
Auto-Scale Groups or numerous orchestration/automation platforms that are available. In this guide, we
will complete all operations using the AWS console (https://console.aws.amazon.com).
1. In the AWS console, expand the Services menu and under Compute, select EC2.
2. Open the Instances tab and click Launch Instance.

3. Switch to the Community AMIs tab.
4. In the Search Community AMIs text box, type “Infoblox”, along with a NIOS version, and press
Enter. Example:
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5. Click on the Select button for the AMI which corresponds to the x25 AMI.
Note: Starting in NIOS version 8.2, you will see four AMI’s per NIOS version (previous versions of NIOS
used a total of six different images). Three of these will be for the Cloud Platform (CP) model appliances
and include the model type in the AMI name. The x25 AMI image does not include a model type in the
AMI name and will use a name such as “Infoblox NIOS 8.2.1 359366 DDI BYOL”. You will also find the
supported x25 model types and shapes (machine sizes) in the description for the AMI.

6. Select the instance type to be used for the model appliance being deployed and click Next:
Configure Instance Details.
TE-V825= r4.large. TE-V1425= r3.xlarge or r4.xlarge. TE-V2225= r4.2xlarge
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7. Configure the details for your x25 appliance, including the network and subnet that the appliance
should operate on.
Note: A subnet must be assigned before completing the next step.

8. Scroll down to the Network Interfaces section and click Add Device. Complete any required
configurations to the interface. If a public IP address (PIP), this must be associated after the
appliance has been launched. Refer to the section titled “Assigning a Public IP Address” later
in this guide for more details. Eth0 is reserved for future use. Eth1 is used for the LAN1 interface.
Note: This step is required. Failing to add a second network interface will result in the appliance being
unable to start. The error “Fatal Error During Infoblox Startup” will be visible in the appliances console.
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9. Under the Advanced Details section, set any User data directives that you want to apply. This is
useful for automatically applying temporary license keys, setting the admin password and even to
join an existing Grid. More details regarding this can be found in the Appendix in this guide, as
well as the Infoblox Installation Guide for vNIOS for AWS (available on the Infoblox Support
portal: https://support.infoblox.com/).
The following example demonstrates how to enable temporary license keys for a TE-V1425 appliance
with the DNS, Grid and Cloud (Cloud Network Automation) licenses. These keys will be valid for 60 days.
Note: License keys can also be applied by connecting to the appliance via SSH once it has successfully
started. Refer to the section titled “SSH (Secure Socket Shell)” later in this guide for more details.

#infoblox-config
temp_license: nios,IB-V1425,enterprise,dns,cloud
default_admin_password: ‘#$*&$#*!’

10. Click Next: Add Storage.

11. Select the desired Volume Type. SSD type storage should be used for production environments
as this can have a direct impact on performance. Magnetic storage can be used in lab/testing
environments or for appliances which will not be expected to any experience heavy disk write
activity.
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12. Click Next: Add Tags.
13. Configure any tags as required (such as Name, which assigns a name to the instance) and click
Next: Configure Security Group.
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14. Create a new Security Group, or select an existing one. Verify that the necessary ports required
for connections to the appliance are allowed. Refer to the Sources and Destinations for
Services section in the NIOS Administrators Guide for more details on ports commonly used,
such as TCP 443 (for the GUI), UDP 2114 and 1194 for Grid communications (required to join a
Grid), and both UDP and TCP 53 (for DNS).

15. Click Review and Launch.
16. Verify the configuration and click Launch. Continue through any prompts that may be displayed,
including for the Key Pair to be assigned to the instance, to complete the launch process.
Note: Access to the appliance via SSH will use the admin credentials, not a key pair.
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17. The AWS console should show a confirmation that the instance is now launching.
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Verifying Launch Status
AWS Console
After the Trinzic V-x25 appliance has been launched, you can monitor its status in the AWS console
under the Services -> EC2 -> Instances page. AWS has two types of status checks built in to monitor
the launch status:
1. System Status Checks: This will show a success once the instance has been created.
2. Instance Status Checks. This check will show a successful status once the instance becomes
reachable.

The AWS console also gives you the ability to get a screenshot of the console or view the most recent
system logs for the instance.

EC2 Instance Screenshot
Viewing the instance screenshot can be very useful to get the current status of your appliance and
becomes available once NIOS has begun its startup process. To view the screenshot for your instance:
1. On the Instances page, select the row for your TE-x25 appliance
2. Expand the Actions -> Instance Settings menu and select Get Instance Snapshot.
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3. This will show a recent screenshot of the serial console output redirected from.

4. Click Close to return to the Instances page.
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EC2 Instance System Logs
5. Select the row for your TE-x25 appliance
6. Expand the Actions -> Instance Settings menu and select Get System Log.

7. Review the log output which is displayed. Once the snapshot of the logs updates, an appliance
which has successfully started will show the login prompt as the last entry.

Note: This is only a snapshot of the system logs and is updated very infrequently so this is not always
indicative of the most recent status of the appliance, even after using the refresh button. Viewing the
instance screenshot can frequently be a more useful way of viewing the current state of the appliance.
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8. Click Close to return to the Instances page.

Managing Your Appliance
SSH (Secure Socket Shell)
Remote Console Access is enabled automatically on Infoblox appliances being deployed in AWS as
remote access would not be possible unless this was done through the User data field when launching
the appliance. Once NIOS successfully starts, CLI (command line interface) access via SSH may be
required to complete any remaining configurations. This can also be used to verify its current status and
retry configurations for cases where configurations attempted through the User data field may not have
applied successfully. The user name will be “admin” and the password will either be the default (infoblox),
or the password applied in the User data field during the instance configuration.

Connecting to Your Appliance
Linux based (including Apple) computers can use the ssh command in a Terminal window:
ssh admin@<ip-address>
For example:

Administrators on Windows based computers will need to use a program when establishing SSH
connections. These can include a program which can be executed through a command prompt, or a GUI
based application (such as Putty or SecureCRT, among many others).
In this guide, we describe connecting using Putty.
1. Install and launch putty.exe (an open source and freely available applicationhttp://www.putty.org/).
2. Type the IP address (or resolvable DNS name) for your Infoblox appliance, set the Port number
to 22, the Connection type to SSH and click Open.
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3. Confirm or accept any prompts that appear asking to trust or update the host key and allow the
connection to proceed to your Infoblox appliance.

4. Enter the credentials when prompted. This will bring you to the appliances CLI.
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Applying License Keys
Once the appliance has been deployed, license keys can be manually applied if not done so during the
launch process or when not using pool licensing. When enabling temporary license keys, this is done
through the CLI. Permanent license keys can be applied through either the CLI, or for the Grid Manager
GUI. In this guide, we will use the CLI to apply temporary license keys.
To enable temporary license keys:
1. Connect to the CLI for your Infoblox appliance.
2. Type the command “set temp_license” and press Enter.

3. Type the number for the license being enabled and press Enter.
4. Enter ‘y’ at any confirmation prompts to complete the license installation.
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Note: The vNIOS or NIOS (referenced as just ‘NIOS’ going forward) license is required for the appliance
to be able to start. After the NIOS license is installed, the appliance will restart and you need to reconnect
to the appliance to complete any remaining steps. For this reason, it may be desirable to install the NIOS
license last, but this is not a requirement and the licenses can be installed in any order.

Adding a new Infoblox appliance to an existing Grid
Before being able to join a new appliance to a Grid, it must be added (defined) in the Grid first. To add a
new appliance to an existing Grid:
1. In your Grid Manager GUI, navigate to the Grid -> Grid Manager -> Members tab.
2. Click on the Add menu and select Grid Member.

3. Expand the Member Type dropdown menu and select Virtual NIOS.
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4. In the Host Name field, type a name (using its intended fully qualified domain name, though this
can always be changed later) and click Next.
5. Enter the IP Address, Subnet Mask and default Gateway for the appliance.
Note: You can verify the appliances network configuration by connecting to its CLI and entering the
command “show network”.

6. Click Save & Close.

Join Appliance to a Grid
An Infoblox appliance can be joined to a Grid using the CLI, or the Grid Manager GUI. When joining a
Grid, you will first want to take note of the Grid Masters IP address, the name of the Grid that you will be
joining, and the Shared Secret which will be used to authenticate the connection. You can verify the Grid
name and Shared Secret by navigating to Grid -> Grid Manager -> Members in the Grid Manager GUI for
your Grid Master. There, click on the Grid Properties button and review these details under the General
tab:
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Note: The Shared Secret is encrypted once it is saved. There is no recovery mechanism should this be
lost. The value can be changed without any impact to any appliances online in your Grid. Any offline Grid
members would need to be reset before being joined back to the Grid after any change is made to the
Shared Secret. The default Shared Secret is “test”.

Using the CLI:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Log in to your Infoblox appliance using an SSH client.
Type the command “set membership”.
Type the IP address of the Grid Master for the Grid being joined and press Enter.
Type the Grid Name if different from the default (Infoblox) and press Enter.
Type the Shared Secret (default is test) and press Enter.
Verify that the join details are correct and enter ‘y’ at the confirmation process to begin the join
process.

7. Your SSH session will then close. Further monitoring can be done using the Grid Manager GUI
for the Grid the appliance is joining.

Using the Grid Manager GUI
Once your appliance is accessible on your network and is properly licensed (requires at least the NIOS
license), you can connect to it using your web browser. NIOS uses the Grid Manager GUI for its graphical
interface and can be accessed by typing https://<IP_Address> in the address bar of your web browser.
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Note: All NIOS appliances use a self-signed certificate with the name www.infoblox.com by default.
Certificate validation warnings displayed by your browser are to be expected and you may need to trust
this self-signed certificate or add exceptions before being able to connect to the Grid Manager GUI.

Join a Grid Using the Grid Manager GUI
To join your Infoblox appliance to an existing using its Grid Manager GUI:
1. Log in to the Grid Manager GUI for the appliance being joined to your Grid.
Note: First time connections will be prompted to accept the End-User License Agreement.
2. If the Grid Startup Wizard is displayed, click Cancel.
3. Navigate to the Grid -> Grid Manager -> Members tab.
4. In the vertical toolbar on the right-hand side of the page, click on the Join Grid button.

5. Type the IP address of the Grid Master for the Grid being joined, along with the Grid Name and
Shared Secret.
6. Click OK.
7. Your GUI session will end at this point and the browser may stop responding. Use the Grid
Manager GUI for the Grid the appliance is joining to monitor the join process. Multiple restarts can
be expected on the appliance as it joins the Grid, including if the NIOS software must be
synchronized and for it to apply the database it receives from the Grid Master.
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Join Failures
Should the join attempt fail, you will want to do the following:
1. Verify that the new Grid member was added to the Grid being joined and that its network details
are correct (use the “show network” command on the appliances CLI to view its network
configuration).
2. Verify that the appliance has been properly licensed. It will require at least the NIOS and Grid (or
sometimes referred to as enterprise) licenses.
3. Verify that the IP address of the Grid Master for the Grid being joined, along with the Grid name
and Shared Secret provided during the join setup were entered in correctly.
4. Verify that there are no connectivity issues between the appliance and the Grid Master (requires
at least UDP ports 2114 and 1194 by default).
5. Connect to the CLI for the appliance and enter the command “show status” to check for any
errors that may be reported there.

Note: In the above example, the wrong IP address was configured in the Grid for this appliance.
6. Contact your Infoblox account (Sales) team, Infoblox Technical Support
(https://support.infoblox.com/) or the Infoblox Community Forums
(https://community.infoblox.com/) for assistance in troubleshooting join failures.

Appendix
Using a Public IP Address
Connections to instances in AWS may require an IP address which is accessible across the Internet
without using any special routing to connect back in to your AWS VPC. To accomplish this, you can use
an Elastic IP Address and assign that to the Network Interface associated with the eth1 interface attached
to your appliance.

Creating an Elastic IP Address
Before being able to associate an elastic IP address to an EC2 instance, it must be created. To create the
elastic IP:
1. In the AWS Console, navigate to Services -> EC2 and open the Elastic IPs tab.
2. Click on the Allocate new address button.
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3. Click on the Allocate button.

4. Click Close.

Associating an Elastic IP
To associate the elastic IP to your Infoblox appliance:
1. Navigate to Services -> EC2 -> Instances.
2. Select the row for your Infoblox appliance.
3. In the bottom panel, scroll to the Network interfaces section and click on the eth1 link.
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4. Click on the link for the Interface ID.

5. Expand the Actions menu and select Associate Address.

6. Select the Elastic IP Address to assign to your Infoblox appliance and click Associate Address.

7. Verify that connectivity now works. If the Elastic IP address does not respond, verify that all
Security Groups and Route tables are setup correctly.
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AWS User Data
When configuring the instance details while launching your Trinzic x25 appliance, you can include
directives which will be used to configure your appliance once it successfully launches. The text entered
user data field uses the YAML format and can be entered in directly as text, or uploaded in a YAML
formatted text file. Optionally, you can also convert this content to base64 encoding prior to entering it in
or uploading it. If not converted first, AWS will do so for you as the data is sent to the appliance using
base64 encoding.
When structuring the user data, it is important to note that YAML uses indentations to identify each block
in the data. When entering directives that include parameters spread across multiple lines, any lines after
the first one MUST use matching indentations. If the indentations are not set correctly, a failure will occur
when cloud-init (the internal service/process which sets up the environment for systems operating in AWS
and other cloud environments) processes the data.
Any lines which include data that is line wrapped (spread across multiple lines) must begin with a pipe
character to be processed correctly. Example:
Certificate: |

Supported Directives
Common Directives
The following is a list of commonly used directives. While not exhaustive, this list includes the directives
applicable to an appliance being deployed in AWS. Any ‘sub-parameters’ are also shown with the
required indentation.
Note: The “#infoblox-config” directive is required and be placed as the first line.
#infoblox-config
temp_license:
default_admin_password:
gridmaster:
token:
ip_addr:
certificate:
Note: If pool licenses have been applied to the appliance, these will take precedence over any temporary
license keys being applied here.
Example:
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Obtaining the Certificate
The certificate used here is the ‘GUI’ certificate for your Grid Master and is used to authenticate the
connection when your appliance establishes its connection to it. To obtain the certificate, you can use a
web browser or a command such as:
openssl s_client -showcerts -connect <GM IP>:443
When obtaining this certificate, you may find that multiple certificates are returned. The certificate chain
details will list the name for the appliance the certificate is from and which can be used to help identify the
correct certificate to use. The actual certificate string will be enclosed between the lines “-----BEGIN
CERTIFICATE-----“ and “-----END CERTIFICATE-----“.
Important: These lines are part of the certificate.
Here is an example demonstrating this output, with the certificate portion highlighted in yellow:
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In the above example, the entire contents of the certificate traverses 21 lines. When passing the
certificate string into the user data (either as text or a file), the line wrappings (new lines) can be removed
to help simplify the process.
If the line wrappings are left in the user data, the parent declaration line (e.g. certificate: ) must include a
pipe character as demonstrated in the following example:
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Obtaining the Token
The token, or ‘permission token’, is a temporary token which is used only one time and will expire within a
short time frame (has a maximum of 60 minutes’ validity) if not used. When doing elastic scaling, you can
use a Grid member configuration which has been saved previously, or automate this provisioning via the
API upon instance creation. For security reasons, the token used during the join process must be
generated during the time frame that the appliance will be attempting to join the Grid Master.
This token can be generating in the NIOS GUI but generally, this would be done with automation via the
API. The following examples demonstrate cURL commands which can be used to generate and read the
token, along with sample output.

Create Permission Token for a Pre-Provisioned Grid Member:
curl -k -u admin:infoblox -X POST
https://10.60.27.240/wapi/v2.7/member/b25lLnZpcnR1YWxfbm9kZSQxOA:autoscale.
example.local?_function=create_token
This demonstrates the example for this command:
{
"pnode_tokens": [
{
"physical_oid": "18",
"token": "5rdfSs1onZdUVLWopO2S4mlz1tmK0Sfp",
"token_exp_date": 1505330636
}
]
}
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Get the Permission Token for a Pre-Provisioned Grid Member:
curl -k -u admin:infoblox -X POST
https://10.60.27.240/wapi/v2.7/member/b25lLnZpcnR1YWxfbm9kZSQxOA:autos
cale.example.local?_function=read_token
As with the command which creates the token, the read_token command will provide similar
output:
{
"pnode_tokens": [
{
"physical_oid": "18",
"token": "LhkFSVR2PLPYSikALdKFSlM8FWEF9sNR",
"token_exp_date": 1505330314
}
]
}
Note: Refer to the Infoblox WAPI Reference Guide for more details on these and other available
commands.
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